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GAMI SIMONDS

ATTRACTIONS
BILL & BEN
Bill Coulter, steel string guitar
Ben Verrey, nylon string guitar

INTI-ILLIMANI
Child's musical ambassadors

TOMASEEN FOLEY'S
A CELTIC CHRISTMAS

ENSEMBLES
CECILIA STRING QUARTET
Caitlin Boyle, viola
Rachel Dessor, cello
Min Jeong Roh, violin
Sarah Nemtallah, violin

SOLODUO
guitar duo
Matteo Meta
Lorenzo Michel

SPIRIT '20
James Campbell, clarinet
Chloe Dominguez, cello
Guy Few, trumpet/vocals
Mark Fewer, violin
James McKay, bassoon
John Novacek, piano

SOLOISTS
BENJAMIN
guitarist/producer

FRANK
The Frank Brothers
a complete band
for a complete night

JAMIE
clarinetist